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Language attitudes are a linguistic problem, which has begun to discuss in the 

Ukrainian sociolinguistics [1: 49], although researchers are studying the sociolinguistic 

problems, especially pay attention to the language policy, bilingualism, mixing languages 

(doublespeak) and other tangential issues (see [2]), practically without resorting to the 

analysis of the subjective perception of the speakers of their native language or other 

various idioms used in certain situations. 

Instead, the language attitude in the global study of sociolinguistics relation has a 

long linguistic tradition. This term typically has got two slightly different concepts: the 

relation to the actual language (e.g. David Crystal’s determination “Language attitudes - 

attitude that people have in their own language or in other languages” [3: 22]) or attitude 

towards people who speak a particular language, through their language (see [4: 87]). There 

may be other areas of research of the problem, such as: relationship to language in general, 

the motivation for the study of L1 and L2; language status or the status of its speakers, or 

some form of status (non-standard, high variant) language, its use in a specific (new, 

unconventional) sphere, in relation to language change (within the same community or in 

general) on the support of their own language, the attitude of the minority to its own non-

standard dialect or language [5]. These problems in the studies tend to be closely linked, 

and as a subject of study is not objective, and often associated with affective assessments, 

respondents often actualize even those aspects which the researcher had not intention to 

learn. 

Since the study of language attitudes on Ukrainian language material, as already 

noted, has not been performed, but the problem seems to be very interesting especially in 

traditionally multiethnic and multilingual regions, such as Western Ukraine, the article is 

devoted to the study of the attitude of citizens of Lviv to the traditional idioms that emerged 

in the city (and neighboring regions) compared with the attitude of the literary Ukrainian 

language. The purpose of the article is to identify language attitudes regarding “Lviv 

dialect” and standard Ukrainian language. To achieve this goal, the following objectives 

were set: using the matched guise technique relation to the citizens of Lviv to “Lviv idiom”, 

match results affective and status characteristics, to compare the data with an open survey 

conducted in 2010 to identify differences in stereotypical and real attitudes of Lviv citizens 

to the regional dialect. 

The matched guise technique is one of the indirect methods of sociolinguistic 

research, developed in the 1960s by Wallace Lambert based on the works of American 

psychologist Charles Osgood (literature review see particular [4, p. 86-110; 5]. This 

technique was developed to study interethnic attitudes using how other people form an 



image based on listening their speech. Lambert suggested that the data obtained from 

respondents by public research methods do not allow sufficiently explore attitudes to 

people through the language (attitudes). Therefore, he proposed a new technique which is 

able to explore the unconscious factors that influence people's perceptions of each other. 

The main feature of this method is an enabling the researcher to eliminate the influence of 

the speaker's voice and the content of the text he reads, leaving only the effect of controlled 

language. To this end, the voices of people who are bilingual or speakers of two variants of 

one language, reading the same text or text versions in different languages are recorded. 

Then voices are placed in the order that the respondents will not be able to guess that some 

of the voices belong to the same person. Thus, the respondents believe that they hear twice 

as many votes as they are actually offered. During data analyses the researcher captures 

whether there is any difference in the assessment of the same person depending on the 

language he reads the text. If differences are found, the researcher can make a conclusion 

about the influence of language on the evaluation of the speaker.  
At present the matched guise technique in its classical form or numerous 

modifications is considered to be a traditional tool for the study of language attitudes. 

Despite its great popularity, the method often has been criticized, particularly by the lack of 

validity, which is caused by the complexity of the synthesis of the data and application 

them to real life situations.  

The working hypothesis of the research 

In 2010, a research of media representations of Lviv Ukrainian language idioms, 

including attitudes towards speakers of language education [8]. The pilot survey carried out 

among the different regions of Ukraine found that respondents are not only persuaded in 

existence of specific “Lviv regional dialect”, but say that they can identify it by ear by 

certain markers. In addition, all respondents gave a positive or at least neutral assessment to 

regional dialect; none chose option “speak only as ignorant people” or “a “rustic” dialect”. 

Despite this, there is a reason to believe that respondents actually evaluated not real speech 

but mythologized idea of “Lviv” speech, as proved by responses to other questions, 

including linguistic unit. Therefore, this is the reason to believe that the real “Lviv” speech 

does not receive such high marks from respondents declared will not be confirmed 

experimentally. We assume that the idiom get a high score on a scale of solidarity and a 

low one on a status scale during the survey among responders from Lviv and Western 

Ukraine.  
Experiment description 

To determine the relation of language attitudes to “Lviv regional dialect” four texts 

were recorded. In contrast to the classical version of the matched guise technique, it was not 

the same text but a variation in tangential topics (common theme – radio calls), that 

variable “theme” could partly influence the experiment. To avoid this, the experiment 

respondents were asked to pay no attention to what people say but how they say it, because 

radio calls are a specific genre, where people can hide their true profession or social status, 

but cannot obscure manner of speaking. Texts were voiced by two speakers - a man and a 

woman each used two masks: Lviv resident and non-resident of the city. Tracks were 

arranged in the way that students could not guess that there were only two speakers: 1 - 

LM, 2 - UF, 3 - UM, 4 - LF (L – “Lviv” mask, U – “Ukrainian standard” mask, F – female 

voice, M – male voice).  

Texts read by speakers, we submit with marked phonetic features “Lviv” speech 

(text LM and LF) or some non-normative elements uncharacteristic of Western Ukraine. 

For the transliteration, we use the international standard ISO 9, especially a version of ISO / 

R 9:1968 for the Ukrainian language. 

(LM) [pro
u
bł  mа t płоpо

u
stаčа nʹ :а // tо j  tаkа prо

u
bł  mа / šо stо

u
s  jetʹ sʹ а dо

u
 

kо ždоhо // tо
u
hо  šо kоly piv-m  stа n  mа j  hо

u
rjа čоj  vо

u
dy c  ł  l  tо // nu  tо/ znа j t  //   



tоhо  my płаnuj m tоhо rо ku zо
u
bоvjаzа ty vs  sł  žby / jаk  zа tо v dpоv dа jut / pоdаvа ty 

šоm  sʹ acʹ а tk  zv  ty / šо  zrо bł nо / kо
u
ły / а jаkšо n  zrо bł nо // tо xtо  zа tо mа j  

v dpоv dа ty //   tаk jа dumаju zmо ž mо nаv  sty pо
u
rjа dоk] 

(UF) [u m  n  t  lʹ ky vynykа j  zаpytа nʹ :а // kudy dyvycʹ :а m sʹ kа vlа dа / kudy 

dyvycʹ :а m r? // c  prо stо хаоs / pоvn  b zhluzdʹ а   n v  hlаstvо // nu   ščʹ   tаk   // 

v dkryly t l fо n:u hаr а čʹ   l  n ju m sʹ kо j  rа dy // ja jаkо sʹ  namah lasʹ a tudy 

 atelefonuv ty  // ce pr sto ner alʹ no // d von  , d von   c ly  d n  // telef n abo ne 

v dpov d  e / abo  ak sʹ  d vč  tka / n č  ho ne  n  utʹ  / n  na šč   ne m žutʹ  

v dpov sty // ce vže pr sto  / be v dpov d lʹ n stʹ  ja v:až  u] 

 (UM) [jak ce ne dyvno zvučytʹ  / ale u nas je velyka probl ma z prov denʹ :am 

v  lʹ noho č su // my pr sto ne vm  jemo v dpočyv ty // ne  n jemo / kudy sebe pod  ty // ce 

naspr vd  probl ma / bez  ž rt v // nu  m žna p ty z p druhoju v kaf  / vypyty č šku k vy / 

nu m žna pogulʹ  ty / v k n  sxodyty // n č ho b lʹ š c k voho nam ne spad je na h dku // 

take vr ženʹ :a / ščo lʹ  dy zazvyč j navmysno  avant žujutʹ  sebe rob toju / pracʹ  jučy 

dop  n  / bo ne  n jutʹ  / jak oblaštuv ty dozv  lʹ :a] 

(LF) [ n  ete to tak    / šo my vže tep r ne duže   čem braty  častʹ  v jakyxosʹ  

tky  patr otyčny     oda  // to tak ho  ak to b lo v dev an styx  vže teper nem  / šo 

d vč ta  o
u
dyly u vyšyv nka  / na p sku kolo c rkvy k s   ab vy ro

u
byly // to vsʹ o vže 

po
u
tr  u v d  šl  / teper my sk rše des  p  dem   kol žank my na k vu /   to ne v str  a  a v 

jaky os  sp  dnyčka    v m šta  na obc sa  /// to  e vže tke po
u
kol  nʹ :a / to je tkyj č s] 

To mark the speech as “Lviv regiolect” markers certified pilot corpus of texts that 

we collected in 2007 through interviews with residents of the city, whose family live in the 

city at least since 1938 were used [7]. This includes the following features: 

• phonetic: bilabial [l] ([ł]), hard [p] in the position the soft ([po
u
r adok]); “ukannya” 

(pronounce [o] like [u]) ([to
u
bi]), west-Ukrainian accents ([r blʹ u]);  

• morphological: quasi-articles (kisʹ  zabavy, taki zvity), to, toj ‘that’ in the sense 

ce, cej ‘this’;  

• syntax: copula at the present tense (to je takyj čas);  

• lexical: specific vocabulary (koližanka‘girlfriend’, mešty‘shoes’, obcasy‘heels’, 

etc.), according to text corpus this vocabulary has a minimum frequency and a 

limited area of use, although respondents in the 2010 survey [8] consider them to 

be the most characteristic marker called “Lviv” speech. 

As markers of “standard” (not “Lviv”) speech were used literary structure, 

uncharacteristic for conversational speech (such as “lʹ  dy zazvyč j navmysno 

 avant žujutʹ  sebe rob toju / pracʹ  jučy dop  n  / bo ne  n jutʹ  / jak oblaštuv ty 

dozv  lʹ :a” ‘people usually intentionally burden themselves with work, working late, 

because they do not know how to arrange leisure’), as well as some non-normative features, 

including the usage of soft [čʹ ] and hypercorrect pronunciation. 

Respondents were offered to listen to the texts and evaluate the speech according to 

certain characteristics that were divided into status (high vs. low status of the speaker) and 

affective (own vs. stranger). On a status scale the speaker was evaluated as a person who 

seems: intelligent, educated, opinion leader, successful, confident, leader. On a solidarity 

scale the speaker was evaluated as a person: sociable, sympathetic, the one you can trust, 

funny, the one who has a sense of humor, the one who might live next door. 

In addition, respondents were offered to answer the following questions:  

• In your opinion, what is this person?  

• In your opinion, where does this person come from (region, urban / rural)?  

Respondents listened to each interview, and then filled in a questionnaire about each 

speaker – put scores from 1 (not completely) to 7 (completely true), modeled on the 

semantic differential method. Additional questions provided an open answer option. 

The results of the experiment 



This was a pilot study, because there was no aim to interview the entire set of 

speakers or make a reliable general sample of the population, but only to check the validity 

of the methodology to address specific linguistic problems. 

During the experiment 65 questionnaires were received with 18 male respondents 

and 47 female ones. The variables “age” and “education” were not included because the 

study was conducted only among students. Geography of participants is limited to the 

western region of Ukraine: Lviv – 25, Lviv region – 28, other – 12 (Volyn – 1, 

Transcarpathia – 1, Ivano-Frankivsk – 6, Rivne – 2, Ternopil – 1, Khmelnytsky – 1). 

For each parameter survey results a mean was calculated, and they were compared 

in pairs L / U (male and female voice).  

On a scale status the experimental results confirmed the working hypothesis: the 

speakers with “standard” speech were rated higher, and for male voice, these results even 

doubled (see Table 1). 

 

Table 1. Results on a scale status (matching L / U) 

 

 M F 

reasonable  3,42 / 6,05 3,7 / 3,76 
educated  3,4 / 6,03 3,61 / 3,95 
opinion leader  3,31 / 5,58 3,28 / 3,46 
successful  3,14 / 5,57 3,6 / 4,11 
confident  3,6 / 5,84 4,95 / 5,54 
leader 2,91 / 5,49 3,6 / 4,12 

 
Moreover, for female voice there was little difference in status for “Lviv” speech for 

speakers’ roles (and by subject, and speaking rate, and the manner of expression “Lviv” 

speech sounded more authoritative than the “standard”), but all respondents still rated 

“standard” speech above status characteristics. Instead, the results for men's voices were 

significantly higher for UM, though the role of the speaker in the LM was higher. These 

data make it possible to state unequivocally that there is a relationship between the choice 

of language (in this case – the version of the language) and the attitude to the speaker. 

On a solidarity scale, the results were far from straightforward (see Table 2): when 

for the female voice we can see at least a slight predominance of values of L over U, as it 

was assumed at the beginning of the experiment, for male voices, this advantage is seen 

only for option ‘funny’. The marked values in the table indicate data that don’t meet the 

working hypothesis. 

 

Table 2. Results on a scale solidarity (matching L / U) 

 

 M F 

friendly  4,37 / 5,58 5,95 / 4,14 
cute  3,17 / 5,12 4,4 / 4,85 
the one you can trust  3,26 / 5,75 3,95 / 3,11 
fun  4,58 / 3,46 5,11 / 4,95 
has a sense of humor  3,94 / 4 5,05 / 4,22 
can live next door 3,8 / 4,12 4,28 / 4,35 

 
It is significant that the most “clean” option of solidarity – “can live next door” – 

respondents preferred a “standard” speech, which means that “Lviv” speech seemed to 



them not “own”. This can partly be explained by the experiment manner: we should have 

separated interviews of people from Lviv and from other regions (even the Lviv region), 

and then compare them based on this variable. Although, in general, it is possible to state 

that a “Lviv” speech doesn’t get good results from the inhabitants of Western Ukraine by 

affective characteristics (scale of solidarity). It should be noted that these results surprising 

to researchers is often the case: the same situation was in a study of d'Andleyan and Tucker 

attitude to the Canadian and European versions of French language in the Currants and 

Ryan Assessment of English and Spanish – English-Americans and Mexican-Americans, as 

well as in relation to studies of “white” and “black” versions of English in the United States 

(El-Dash , Tucker ) and in three languages – English, Afrikaans and South African Xhosa 

(de Clerk, Bosch) (review problems in [4: 95 - 96]). 

The answers of respondents to additional questions also confirm the assumption of 

low status idiom. Thus, according to the results of the experiment, the speaker LM has 

unprestigious profession: rural council employee, tractor driver, agronomist, coachman, 

guard, salesman. Only 7 participants in the experiment suggested that the speaker has a 

prestigious job (deputy of Lviv City Council, officer, entrepreneur). Instead the UM 

speaker was perceived by the respondents as a person of prestigious profession (priest, 

psychologist, teacher, director, politician, analyst). The case with a female voice was very 

much the same: many respondents identified in both cases the speaker’s profession as a 

housewife, the seller (including the market), or a teacher, but when different versions of the 

“neutral” mask featuring such profession as a journalist, deputy city council, artist or a 

“high position” was inserted, the profession of “Lviv” mask was defined as worker in a 

country club, cooker, post officer. It should be noted that such occupations weren’t imposed 

by the theme of the texts; therefore, the respondents evaluated only the manner of speaking. 

A respondents’ location (home) also shows a clear differentiation of speakers in the 

manner of expression. According to the respondents’ answers one can trace a clear division 

“Lviv” votes as mostly “rural” (LM - village (27), town (3) small town (2) city (5); LF - 

village (16) urban village (2) town (2) city (16)), while a “standard” speech perceived 

solely as urban residents, including large ones. 

According to the respondents, the geography of speakers’ residence is quite broad. 

The location of “Lviv” speech carriers the respondents mainly define as Western Ukraine, 

sometimes specifying: Lviv, Ivano-Frankivsk, Transcarpathian, Ternopil region, Galicia. 

Individual respondents identified the residence as announcers Central and Eastern regions 

of Ukraine (Dnipropetrovsk, Cherkasy region). Instead residence carriers “standard” speech 

referred to as Lviv as well as Galicia and other regions - Volyn, Poltava, Rivne region, 

Ivano-Frankivsk, Ternopil, Khmelnitsky and Kharkiv and Donetsk. One of the respondents 

described a female speaker as a person who is a Lviv resident but moved to from the East. 

In general it can be noted that the respondents, despite the certified not so high 

linguistic training and linguistic sense, gave unanimous assessment of the speaks according 

to the manner of their speech. In particular, the majority of respondents indicated 

geographic belonging to “the West” and “non- Western” Ukraine, as well as professional 

and social characteristics of the speaker, which confirm the low status “Lviv” idiom 

compared with standard Ukrainian broadcasting. 

Conclusions 

• The e periment showed that the respondents (mostly Inhabitants and residents of 

Western Ukraine) Lviv evaluate speech idioms as low status. 

• The “Lviv” speakers uniquely obtained lower scores on a scale status. 

• The research on a solidarity scale does not provide unambiguous results. 

The analysis of broader linguistic data, including comparison attitudes on “Lviv” 

speech in Lviv residents and non-residents of Lviv, regional spread stereotypes of “Lviv” 



(first language) identity and comparative analysis of subjective and objective data of Lviv 

residents’ speech in different parts of Ukraine are the perspectives of future research.  

 

I express my sincere appreciation to teachers of Ukrainian language “Lviv 

Polytechnic” for assistance in the conduct of the research, and students for participating in 

the experiment. 
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